UO team designs an eye in the sky to keep watch on wildfires

The portable camera, the first of its kind, was created and deployed in 10 days

State's three largest universities form joint cybersecurity center

The UO is working with OSU and PSU to improve Oregon's resilience to cyberattacks

Law school answers the demand for Spanish-speaking mediators

A new program may be the first of its kind in the nation and will help fill an unmet need

New earthquake center coming to University of Oregon

The nation's first subduction zone earthquake hazards center is NSF funded to research quakes like the anticipated 'Big One'

Looking back at 2023

Around the O Community Edition returns after a bit of a hiatus due to staff parental leave. Here is some of the content we missed covering in the final months of 2023!
UO senior is named the UO's first Rhodes Scholar since 2007

Nayantara Arora was one of three UO finalists, and will pursue two master's degrees at University of Oxford

ASUO Party Registration Program builds on last year's success

Off-campus students who participate are given opportunity to address issues themselves before intervention

The UO's groundbreaking campus map gets major upgrades

Changes by the Location Innovation Lab provide in-depth wayfinding, better mobile use

The big pivot: Lasting lessons of the UO's COVID-19 testing lab

The Monitoring and Assessment Program, 2020-2023, showed how universities can serve in a crisis

Two new residence halls welcome Ducks, new and returning

The buildings at 15th and Agate offer both standard and apartment-style rooms

UO and Lane County host first Oregon summit on wildfire recovery

The summit brought some 200 people to campus to share best practices
UO events of potential impact for January-February

The office of Community Relations has compiled events from Athletics and beyond that may have an impact on neighbors in the coming months.

Other UO events open to community

Events pulled from the UO Calendar with a community interest or impact
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